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Using standardized testing formats, math skills are kept sharp with focused practice in computation, word problems, graphing, measurement and numbers. Includes scope and sequence charts and answer keys.
Completely revised in 2019 to reflect grade-level standards, Daily Word Problems is the perfect resource to improve students problem-solving skills. The all-NEW word problems are written to support current math standards and expectations and provide
consistent spiral review of math concepts. Students problem-solving skills improve as they participate in meaningful, real-life math practice.
Comprehensive but not complicated! Math Fundamentals helps your fifth graders navigate the new math. Math Models and analysis questions, plenty of skill practice, and real-world problems guide students in thinking through and solving problems. To help
you target instruction, each unit clearly lists the standards information, mathematical practices, and skills covered. Within a unit, math lessons are presented simply. Every math lesson includes: A Math Models reference page that shows students strategies
for solving problems, Skill practice pages that progress in difficulty, and A culminating problem-solving task that leads students through the process of solving a real-life problem.
Grade 1, Student Book 5-Pack
The Big Book of Shockers
Daily Word Problems, Grade 3
Use It! Don't Lose It! Daily Language Practice, Grade 5
How to Solve Word Problems, Grades 5-6
Teach basic math skills like negative numbers, percentages, and decimals using word problems! Your students' reading skills will be strengthened as they learn basic math operations and critical thinking skills.The word problems included in this book are
interesting enough to hold student attention, yet challenging enough to strengthen math skills. This book is designed to be completed by the student with little or no help from a parent or teacher which makes it a great resource for use at home or school.
Solving word problems requires both strategy and skill. When confronted with a problem, students need to figure out how to solve the problemand then solve it! The 250 exercises in each book help students learn a variety of strategies for solving problems as well as
grade-specific math skills.
This challenging compilation of multi-step word problems is designed to strengthen basic math and problem-solving skills among 6th, 7th, and 8th graders. * Comprises 180 word problems (one for every day of the school year) and five sheets of "Hard-Hat Thinking"
problems, each with five problems * Includes a skills instruction section for beginners using modeling to solve word problems * Offers tips for solving word problems * Provides helpful icons to aid in solving word problems * Keyed to National Council of Teachers of
Mathematics (NCTM) standards for grades 6, 7, and 8
Word Problems 5th Grade
Daily Word Problems, Grade 5 - Student Workbook (5-Pack)
Open Middle Math
Problems That Unlock Student Thinking, 6-12
Math
Kids stop, think, and predict as they solve skill-building word problems.
36 weeks of instruction that addresses grade-level, standards-correlated math concepts, including addition, fractions, logic, algebra and more. Monday ¿ Thursday activities present students with a one- or two-step word problem, while Friday¿s format is more extensive and requires multiple steps. The set contains 5 Student
Books.
Prep students for learning with this collection of quick daily skill-building problems from the creators of the awardwinning classroom magazine, Dynamath. Each grade-perfect book covers a full range of topics, including numbers and operations, measurement, geometry, data analysis, and algebraic thinking. Each week's
set of problems highlights different math concepts with questions that grow more challenging each day-- from simple operations to multi-step word problems. Perfect for do-now morning activities, lesson warm-ups, fast finishers, seatwork, and more.
Word Problems, Grade 2
Daily Math Starters: Grade 1
Daily Word Problems, Grade 6
Daily Word Problems, Grade 3 - Student Workbook (5-Pack)
Grade 6+, Student Book 5-Pack
Imagine that you assign a math problem and your students, instead of getting discouraged after not solving it on the first attempt, start working harder--as if on a quest to figure out the answer. They talk to each other and enthusiastically share their discoveries. What could
possibly make this fantastic scenario come true? The answer is: the Open Middle math problems and strategies in this book. Open Middle Math by Robert Kaplinsky gives middle and high school teachers the problems and planning guidance that will encourage students to see
mathematics in an entirely different light. These challenging and rewarding Open Middle math problems will help you see your students build genuine conceptual understanding, perseverance, and creativity. Inside, you'll learn how to: Implement Open Middle math problems that
are simultaneously accessible for both students who are struggling and those looking for more challenge. Select and create Open Middle math problems that will help you detect students' misconceptions and strengthen their conceptual understanding. Prepare for and facilitate
powerful classroom conversations using Open Middle math problems. Access resources that will help you continue learning beyond this book. With these practical and intuitive strategies, extensive resources, and Robert's own stories about his journey learning to use Open
Middle math problems successfully, you will be able to support, challenge, and motivate all your students.
Give your students their own Daily Word Problems practice book, ideal for daily warm-up, review, or homework. The student book corresponds to the teacher's edition, providing weekly themed word problems that present math within the context of real-world situations. (No
answer key)
Scientifically proven: Daily Word Problems frequent, focused practice leads to mastery and retention of the math skills practiced.
Daily Word Problems, Grade 2
Dozens of Quick, Daily Exercises and Strategies That Give Kids the Tools They Need to Tackle and Triumph Over Math Word Problems
Daily Warm-Ups: Problem Solving Math Grade 4
Daily Word Problems, Grade 2 - Student Workbook (5-Pack)
Grade 3, Student Book 5-Pack

Grade 2 workbook introduces word problems with multiple-digit addition and subtraction.
Quick daily math problems that give students practice in algebra, decimals, fractions, data analysis, volume, graphing, and more
Quick daily math problems that give students practice in addition and subtraction, place value, measurement, time, shapes, and more.
Daily Math Practice, Grade 3
Word Problems Grade 5
Daily Word Problems, Grade 1 - Student Workbook (5-Pack)
Grade 4, Student Book 5-Pack
Daily Word Problems, Grade 1

Word Problems 5th Grade : Word Problem Grade 5 Daily Math Puzzlers Level B ( and Webinar ) for 3rd, 4th, 5th, Homeschool Grade : What if you could improve your students' word problems for grade 5 problem-solving abilities in just 15 minutes a day? What if your students actually began to look forward
to those 15 minutes of problem-solving and even asked you for MORE???? No need to wonder . . . Word problems grade 5 Daily Math Puzzlers is that program! These math problems were field-tested by dozens of teachers all over the world, and their kids were actually asking for more! The program helped
students develop confidence in their problem-solving abilities. As a teacher, you'll enjoy the step-by-step instructions for reviewing calculator skills, teaching word problems 5 problem-solving steps and strategies, and providing a variety of challenging and engaging math problems. Please download the preview
and examine it carefully to see if this level is right for you. Many thanks for stopping by and taking a look! Sincerely, Enjoy :) All Educate School
Prepare to be shocked. From the man The Wall Street Journal hailed as a "Swiftean satirist" comes the most shocking book ever written! The Borowitz Report: The Big Book of Shockers, by award-winning fake journalist Andy Borowitz, contains page after page of "news stories" too hot, too controversial, too
-- yes, shocking -- for the mainstream press to handle. Sample the groundbreaking reporting from the news organization whose motto is "Give us thirty minutes -- we'll waste it."
The weekly themes in grade 5 present challenges in many topics such as dog walking, computers, reading, travel, pizza, and car racing.Math skills practiced include:multidigit addition and subtraction1-, 2-, and 3-digit multiplication1-, 2-, and 3-digit divisorstime and money fractionsdecimals and
percentsreading and interpreting graphs and chartsaverage, mode, rangearea and perimeterlogiclinear measurementweight and capacity
Grade 5, Student Book 5-Pack
Daily Math Practice, Grade 5
Grade 5, Class Pack
Daily Word Problems Grade 5 Student Book
The Borowitz Report

Presents a collection of activities for students in the fifth grade covering such topics as word problems, graphing, measurement, and numbers.
Give students that extra boost they need to acquire important concepts in specific areas of math. The goal of these How to books is to provide the information and practice necessary to
master the math skills established by the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics. Each book is divided into units containing concepts, rules, terms, and formulas, followed by
corresponding practice pages.
This Daily Practice series helps your students use their skills, so they won’t lose them. There are five problems a day, every day, for 36 weeks. The practice activities are set up in a
spiraling scope and sequence so that students practice skills at regular intervals. Each week’s problems are based on a grade-level appropriate topic so every time a skill shows up, it has
a new context, requiring students to dig into their memories, recall what they know, and apply it to a new situation. Correlated to state and national standards, this six book series
provides daily math and daily language practice for grades 6, 7, and 8.
Daily Math Practice, Grade 1
Daily Word Problems, Grade 4 - Student Workbook (5-Pack)
Division Word Problems
180 Think-Aloud Math Word Problems
Daily Math Starters: Grade 6
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